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FRoM INITIAL CoNCepT, RIGHT THRoUGH To RIGoRoUS bUILD AND 
peRFoRMANCe TeSTING, AT pLANeT eCLIpSe We GUARANTee QUALITY AND 
CRAFTSMANSHIp. IT’S WHAT MAkeS US UNIQUe. eVeRY pRoDUCT We MAke IS 
eNGINeeReD To THe MoST eXACT SpeCIFICATIoNS To oFFeR oUTSTANDING 
peRFoRMANCe. FRoM pLAYING GeAR To ADVANCeD pAINTbALL MARkeRS AND 
eVeRYTHING IN-beTWeeN, pAINTbALL IS oUR pASSIoN AND IT’S oUR INTIMATe 
kNoWLeDGe oF THe SpoRT THAT LeADS US To CReATe SoMe oF THe MoST 
ADVANCeD pAINTbALL MARkeRS oN THe MARkeT. DoN’T SeTTLe FoR LeSS. 
GET MORE WITH PLANET ECLIPSE.

WELCOME 
TO PLANET ECLIPSE
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CS2

The game may change, but our focus never falters. Our desire to produce the very 
best paintball markers on the planet; unwavering.

The CS2 is born of those desires and honed with laser-like focus to be the best. 
To be used by the best. To conquer. And to win.

The CS line has evolved. The CS prefix now dictates not a system or a platform 
or a drivetrain, but instead denotes our premier line. Our current technological 
peak. Each CS variant should be taken in isolation and not simply as an iteration 
of the previous numeric revision. The CS1 and CS2 may share a few parts, and 
even fewer principle functions, but they do share the same Eclipse DNA that flows 
through all our products.

Performance. Reliability. Simplicity. Core attributes that run through them and 
define them. Designed, built and supported the Eclipse way.

The CS2 is complex, but very easy to understand. Its body styling throws a nod to 
our heritage, taking influence from one of our early Eclipse starburst logos, but it is 
very much contemporary in its look. 

The adjustable rake trigger enables the user to fine tune the angle of the trigger 
to suit their playing style, but is very easy to do. It houses our most advanced 
electronics internals to date, yet the tool-less and wireless ethos of the CS2 makes 
everything extremely accessible. The lock n’ load battery system means batteries 
are easy to change and secure at all times, regardless of the abuse the player puts 
them through. And the new GP Core drivetrain combines the outstanding qualities 
of both the Gamma Core and IVCore bolt systems for a truly unique, high-end 
firing platform. 

From the way it looks, the way it feels, the way it shoots and the way it empowers 
the user to access its features, the CS2 is a new and fresh marker experience.

But at the end of the day, it’s what happens on the field that really counts. Words 
mean for nothing there. We know the importance of hard work, determination, and 
having a firm focus on the prize. Even more so, we know the importance of having 
equipment that will step up to the challenge with you. Without fail. Point after point. 
Match after match. Season after season.

And that’s what the CS2 was born to do.
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GP CORE

Based on the industry-leading Gamma Core, the GP Core takes 
the basic principles of the system and elevates it into a true high-
end platform. Every major component within the GP Core is new. 
Each one optimised to take full advantage of the significantly 
larger volume of the firing chamber and enabling the operating 
pressure to be reduced to just 105psi. That super-low  operating 
pressure combined with a revised 3-stage bolt acceleration 
profile, revised flow paths through the system that critically 
shape the power pulse behind the ball, and a new 3rd Gen ST 

(Soft Touch) bolt mean that the GP Core and CS2 are capable 
of shooting the most fragile tournament-grade paint possible. At 
the same time, the GP Core uses and exhausts only 50% of the 
air that is used during the standard Gamma Core cycle. That’s 
half the wasted air from each shot. The GP Core also makes use 
of other advanced dynamic principles such as breech sensing, 
inlet cut-off, pneumatic latching, decoupling and complete Dwell 
insensitivity ensuring exceptional efficiency in all conditions.

CoMbINING THe ADVANCeMeNTS oF THe GAMMA CoRe AND THe SHoT 
ReFINeMeNT oF THe IV CoRe oUR LATeST DRIVeTRAIN – THE GP CORE – 
beGINS A NeW eRA oF eFFICIeNCY AND peRFoRMANCe
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THe ADJUSTABLE RAKE BLADE TRIGGER 
LookS VICIoUS AND ALLoWS THe pLAYeR To 
ALTeR ITS ANGLe To SUIT THeIR pReFeReNCe

THe INSANeLY LIGHT SHAFT FL CARboN 
FIbRe TWo-pIeCe bARReL SYSTeM CoMeS 
WITH TWo SepARATe boRe INSeRTS IN 
TWo CoNTRASTING CoLoURS 

TAkING INSpIRATIoN 
FRoM oNe oF oUR eARLY 
STARbURST LoGoS, THe 
CS2 STYLING pACkAGe 
oFFeRS A NoD To 
oUR HeRITAGe WITH A 
CLeAN, CoNTeMpoRARY 
oVeRALL AeSTHeTIC

THe SLIMLINE GRIPS 
oFFeR A ReDUCeD GRIp 
pRoFILe AND eNAbLe 
eASY ReMoVAL DUe To 
THeIR TOOL-LESS 2-pIeCe 
CoNSTRUCTIoN
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DIMENSIONS
WEIGHT 868g / 1.91lb (including barrel and batteries)
LENGTH / HEIGHT / WIDTH 547mm (21.5”) / 199mm (7.8”) / 34mm (1.3”)
MATERIALS
BODY 6082-T6 Aluminium
BARREL 6061-T6 Aluminium Insert / Carbon Fibre barrel tip
FRAME 6061-T6 Aluminium
TRIGGER 6061-T6 Aluminium
EYE COVERS 6061-T6 Aluminium
FEED NECK 6061-T6 Aluminium
BATTERY MOUNT Glass Reinforced Nylon (GRN)
ELECTRONICS
USER INTERFACE 3 buttons on frame with tournament lock on PCB
DISPLAY Transflective LCD with Tru-Colour adjustable back-light
SOLENOID VOLTAGE 3V
MICRO CONTROLLER Dual parallel up to 40MHz 16bit processors
POWER SUPPLY 2 x AA 1.5V (LR6)
E-PORTAL On-board USB Micro-B socket (cable not included) and on-board BLE module
HARDWARE
ASA MOUNT AT2 POPS
TRIGGER METHOD Micro-switch
TRIGGER MECHANISM Leaf spring and magnetic return
TRIGGER PIVOT Dual instrument ball race units mounted in bearing carrier

BARREL 2-piece Shaft FL barrel system - with two bore inserts (size may vary) 
Carbon Fibre barrel tip - 14.5” total length

FEED TUBE Low-profile lever operated clamping feed with locking sprocket thumb wheel
PNEUMATICS
OPERATING PRINCIPLE Spool valve
SOLENOID TYPE Bespoke in-house engineered 3-way solenoid w/SMC pilot valve
DRIVE MECHANISM GP Core with quick-release back cap
BOLT MECHANISM Spool Cure ST1 and ST3 bolts
SOLENOID FLOW RESTRICTOR No
ERGONOMICS
GRIP TYPE Contoured dual density slimline 2-piece grips with tool-less removal
GRIP PITCH 169mm / 6.65”
FIRMWARE
FIRING MODES Semi and Ramping (capped and uncapped) 
DEBOUNCE MODES 10 debounce presets

SPEC
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SUPPORT
As an eclipse customer you will have access to 
our worldwide technical support network that 
will help you with any technical problems from 
localised service centres to on-site tech support.

WARRANTY
our exceptional 12 month manufacturers 
warranty backed by our online warranty system 
offers peace of mind and ensures your claim 
will be repaired or replaced in a snap!

QUALITY
All eclipse products undergo meticulous checks 
by experienced specialists, using precision 
materials and equipment, who care about the 
product that arrives at your door.

STANDARD
Your eclipse marker is awesome and requires no 
after market parts. However, for genuine eclipse 
accessories that suit your preferences consult 
your local eclipse Dealer for upgrade options.

OUR PROMISE
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GET MORE 
pLANeTeCLIpSe.CoM

130 FRANkLIN STReeT,
bUILDING L4 & L5
WARReN, RI, 02885, USA
CALL +1 401 247 9061
FAX +1 401 247 0931
INFO.USA@PLANETECLIPSE.COM

UNIT 14 pReMIeR pARk, 
ACHeSoN WAY, TRAFFoRD pARk, 
MANCHeSTeR, M17 1GA, eNGLAND
CALL +44(0) 161 872 5572
FAX +44(0) 161 873 7536
INFO.EUROPE@PLANETECLIPSE.COM

USA UK


